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Abstract

This document presents intelligent network management based on Artificial Intelligent (AI) such as reinforcement-learning approaches. In a heterogeneous network, intelligent management with Artificial Intelligent should usually provide real-time connectivity, the type of network management with the quality of real-time data, and transmission services generated by an application service. With that reason intelligent management system is needed to support real-time connection and protection through efficient management of interfering network traffic for high-quality network data transmission in the both cloud and IoE network systems.

Reinforcement-learning is one of the machine learning algorithms that can intelligently and autonomously provide to management systems over a communication network. Reinforcement-learning has developed and expanded with deep learning technique based on model-driven or data-driven technical approaches so that these trendy techniques have been widely to intelligently attempt an adaptive networking models with effective strategies in environmental disturbances over variety of networking areas. For Network AI with the intelligent and effective strategies, intent-based network (IBN) can be also considered to continuously and automatically evaluate network status under required policy for dynamic network optimization. The key element for the intent-based network is that it provides a verification of whether the represented network intent is implementable or currently implemented in the network. Additionally, this approach need to provide to take action in real time if the desired network state and actual state are inconsistent.
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1. Introduction

Reinforcement-learning for intelligently autonomous network management, in general, is one of the challengeable methods in a dynamic complex and cluttered network environments. With the intelligent approach needs the development of computational systems in a single or large distributed networking nodes, where these environments involve limited and incomplete knowledge.

The reinforcement-learning can become a challenge-able and effective technique to transfer and share information via the global environment, as it does not require a priori-knowledge of the agent behavior or environment to accomplish its tasks [Megherbi]. Such a knowledge is usually acquired and learned repeatedly and autonomously by trial and error. The reinforcement-learning is also one of the machine learning techniques that will be adapted to the various networking environments for automatic networks [S.Jiang].

Deep-reinforcement-learning recently proposes has been extended from reinforcement-learning that can emerge as more powerful model-driven or data-driven model in a large state space, to overcome the classical behavior reinforcement-learning process. However, the classical reinforcement-learning slightly has a limitation to be adopted in networking areas, since the networking environments consist of significantly large and complex components in fields of routing configuration, optimization and system management, so that deep-reinforcement-learning can provide much more state information for learning process.[MS]

There are many different networking management problems to intelligently solve, such as connectivity, traffic management, fast Internet without latency and etc. Reinforcement-learning-based approaches can surely provide some of specific solutions with multiple cases against human operating capacities although it is a challengeable area due to a multitude of reasons such as large state space, complexity in the giving reward, difficulty in control actions, and difficulty in sharing and merging of the trained knowledge in a distributed memory node to be transferred over a communication network.[MS]
In addition, Intent-based network bridge to solve some of network problems and gaps between network business model and technical scheme. Intents should be applied to application service levels, security policies, compliance, operational processes, and other business needs. The network should constantly monitor and adjust to meet the intent in following the monitoring system. There are some of requirements to satisfy Intent-based network as following: (1) Transfer, (2) policy activation (automatically), (3) guarantee (Continuous monitoring and verification) [Cisco]. Through continuously monitoring with network data, we are able to collect network information and to analyze the collected information by artificial intelligent approach. If the analysis result shows that the new network configuration parameter needs to be changed or reconfigured by deriving the optimized value.

2. Conventions and Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3. Theoretical Approaches

3.1. Reinforcement-learning

Reinforcement-learning is an area of machine learning concerned with how software agents should take actions in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward.[Wikipedia] The reinforcement-learning is normally used with a reward from centralized node (the global brain), and capable of autonomous acquirement and incorporation of knowledge. It is continuously self-improving and becoming more efficient as the learning process from an agent experience to optimize management performance for autonomous learning process.[Sutton][Madera]

3.2. Deep-reinforcement-learning

Some of advanced techniques using reinforcement-learning encounter and combine with deep-learning in neural networks that has made it possible to extract high-level features from raw data in compute vision [A Krizhevsky]. There are many challenges under the deep-learning models such as convolution neural network, recurrent neural network and etc., on the reinforcement-learning approach. The benefit of the deep learning applications is that lots of networking models, but the problematic issue is complex and cluttered networking structures used with large amounts of labelled training data.
Recently, the advances in training deep neural networks to develop a novel artificial agent, termed a deep Q-network (deep-reinforcement-learning network), can be used to learn successful policies directly from high-dimensional sensory inputs using end-to-end reinforcement learning [V. Mnih].

The deep-reinforcement-learning (deep Q-network) can provide more extended and powerful scenarios to build networking models with optimized action controls, huge system states and real-time-based reward function. Moreover, the technique has a significant advantage to set highly sequential data in a large model state space. [MS] In particular, the data distribution in reinforcement-learning is able to change as learning behaviors, that is a problem for deep learning approaches assumed by a fixed underlying distribution [V. Mnih].

3.3. Advantage Actor Critic (A2C)

Advantage Actor Critic is one of the intelligent reinforcement-learning models based on policy gradient model. The intelligent approach can optimize deep neural network controller in terms of reinforcement-learning algorithms, and show that parallel actor-learners have a stabilizing effect on training and they can be allowing all of the methods to successfully train neural network controllers [Volodymyr Mnih]. Even if the prior deep-reinforcement-learning algorithm with experience replay memory tremendously has performance in challenging of the control service domains, it still needs to use more memory and computational power due to off-policy learning methods. To make up for this algorithms, a new algorithm has appeared.

The Advantage Actor Critic (consisting of actor and critic) method would implement generalized policy iteration alternating between a policy evaluation and a policy improvement step. Actor is a policy-based method that can improve the current policy for available the best next action. Critic in the value-based approach can evaluate the current policy and reduce the variance by a bootstrapping method. It is more stable and effective algorithm than the pure policy-based gradient methods.[MS]

3.4. Asynchronously Advantage Actor Critic (A3C)

Asynchronously Advantage Actor Critic is the updated algorithm based on Advantage Actor Critic. The main algorithm concept is to run multiple environments in parallel to run the agent asynchronously instead of experience replay. The parallel environment reduces the correlation of agent’s data and induces each agent to experience various states so that the learning process can become a stationary process. This algorithm is a beneficial and practical point of view
since it allows learning performance even with a general multi-core CPU. In addition, it can be applied to continuous space as well as discrete action space, and also has the advantages of learning both feedforward and recurrent agent.

A3C algorithm is possibly a number of complementary improvement to the neural network architecture and it has been shown to accurately produce and estimate of Q-values by including separate streams for the state value and advantage in the network to improve both value-based and policy-based methods by making it easier for the network to represent feature coordinates [Volodymyr Mnih].

3.5. Intent-based Network (IBN)

Intent-based Network is a new technical approach that can adapt the network flexibly through configuration parameters derived from data analysis for network machine learning. Software-defined Networking (SDN) is a similar concept with Intent-based Network, however, Software-defined Networking has not yet tipped in the sector that relies on network automation. With the approach, network machine learning is integrated with network analysis, routing, wireless communications, and resource management. However, unlike the field of computer vision, which can easily acquire sufficient data, it is difficult to obtain data over a real network. Therefore, there are limitations to apply machine learning technique to network field with the data. Reinforcement Learning (RL) can diminish much attention and the importance of securing high-quality data, so that both concepts of reinforcement learning and intent-based network might solve the limitation and integrate a gap between network machine learning and network technique.

Intent-based network is also describing how to apply the setting values for network management/operation in a procedural way. For that reason, the approach is also the core of Intent processing that automatically interprets it and declares it declaratively. Even if the basic concepts of intent-based network reflects and to be announced regarding intent, there is no standardized form of Intent processing technology. While intent-based network has the advantage of providing a higher level of abstraction in network management/operation and providing ease of use, a more specific and clear definition of the technology is likely to be needed.

4. Reinforcement-learning-based process scenario

With a single agent or multiple agents trained for intelligent network management, a variety of training scenarios are possible, depending on how agents are interacted and how many models are linked
to the agents. The followings are possible RL training scenarios for network management.


This is the traditional scenario of training a single agent who tries to achieve one goal related to network management. It receives all of information and rewards from a network (or a simulated network), and decides its appropriate action for the current network status.

4.2. Multi-agents Sharing Single-model

In this scenario, multiple agents share a single model and a single goal linked to the model. But, each of them is connected to an independent part of network or an independent whole network, so that they receive different information and rewards from such an independent one. The multiple agents experience differently on their connected networks. However, it does not mean their training behavior for network management will diverge. Each of their experience is used to train the single model. This scenario is a kind of parallelized version of the traditional ‘Single-Agent with Single-Model’ scenario, which can speed-up the RL training process and stabilize the single model’s behavior.

4.3. Adversarial Self-Play with Single-model

This scenario contains two interacting agents with inverse reward functions linked to a single model. This scenario makes an agent have the perfectly matched opposing agent: itself, and trains the agent to become increasingly more skilled for network management. Inverse rewards are used to punish the opposing agent when an agent receives as positive reward, and vice versa. The two agents are linked to a single model for network management, and the model are trained and stabilized while both agents interact in a conflicting manner.

4.4. Cooperative Multi-agents with Multiple-models

In this scenario, two or more interacting agents share a common reward function linked to multiple different models for network management. In this scenario, a common goal is set up and all agents are trained to achieve the goal together that is hard to be achieved alone. Usually, each agent has access only to partial information of network status and determines an appropriate action by using its own model. Each of actions will be independently taken in order to accomplish a management task and collaboratively achieve the common goal.
4.5. Competitive Multi-agents with Multiple-models

This scenario contains two or more interacting agents with diverse reward function linked to multiple different models. In this scenario, agents will compete with one another to obtain some limited set of network resources and try to achieve their own goal. In a network, there will be tasks that have different management objectives. This leads multi-objective optimization problems, which are generally difficult to solve analytically. This scenario is suitable for solving such a multi-objective optimization problem related to network management by allowing each agent solve a single-objective problem, but complete with each other.

5. Use Cases

5.1. Intelligent Edge-computing for Traffic Control using Deep-reinforcement-learning

Edge computing is a concept that allows data from a variety of devices to be directly analyzed at the site or near the data, rather than being sent to a centralized data center such as the cloud. As such, edge computing will support data flow acceleration by processing data with low latency in real-time. In addition, by supporting efficient data processing on large amounts of data that can be processed around the source, and internet bandwidth usage will be also reduced.

Deep-reinforcement-learning would be useful technique to improve system performance in an intelligent edge-controlled service system for fast response time, reliability and security. Deep-reinforcement-learning is model-free approach so that many algorithms such as DQN, A2C and A3C can be adopted to resolve network problems in time-sensitive systems.

5.2. Edge computing system in a field of Construction-site using Reinforcement-learning

In a construction site, there are many dangerous elements such as noisy, gas leak and vibration needed by alerts, so that real-time monitoring system to detect the alerts using machine learning techniques can provide more effective solution and approach to recognize dangerous construction elements.

Representatively, to monitor these elements CCTV (closed-circuit television) should be locally and continuously broadcasting in a situation of construction site. At that time, it is in-effective and wasteful even if the CCTV is constantly broadcasting unchangeable scenes in high definition. However, the streaming should be
converted to high quality streaming data to rapidly show and defect the dangerous situation, when any alert should be detected due to the dangerous elements. To approach technically deep-reinforcement-learning can provide a solution to automatically detect these kinds of dangerous situations with prediction in an advance. It can also provide the transform data including with the high-rate streaming video and quickly prevent the other risks. Deep-reinforcement-learning is an important role to efficiently manage and monitor with the given dataset in real-time.

5.3. Deep-reinforcement-learning-based remote Control system over a software-defined network

With the nonlinear control system such as cyber physical system provides an unstable system environment with initial control state due to its nonlinear nature. In order to stably control the unstable initial state, the prior-complex mathematical control methods (Linear Quadratic Regulator, Proportional Integral Differential) are used for successful control and management, but these approaches are needed with difficult mathematical process and high-rate effort. Therefore, using deep-reinforcement-learning can surely provide more effective technical approach without difficult initial set of control states to be compared with the other methods.

The ultimate purpose of the reinforcement-learning is to interact with the environment and maximize the target reward value. Observing the state in the step and the action by the policy are performed, and the reward judge a value through the compensation given in the environment. Deep-reinforcement-learning using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) can provide more performing learning process to make stable control and management.

As part of the system, it shows how the physical environment and the cyber environment interact with the reinforcement-learning module over a network. The actions to control the physical environment, delivered to the Enhanced Learning model based on DQN, transfer to data to the physical environment using networking communication tools as below.
Figure 1: DRL-based Cyber Physical Management Control System

With the use-case, the reinforcement learning agent interacts with the physical remote device while exchanging network packets. The Software-defined network controller can manage the network traffic transmission, so that the system is naturally composed of a cyber environment and physical environment, and two environments closely and synchronously. [Ju-Bong]

For the intelligent traffic management in the system, software-defined networking for automation (basic concept for IBN) should be used to control and manage of connection between the cyber physical system and edge computing module. The intelligent approach consists of software that intelligently controls the network and technique that allows software to set up and control the network. The concept of can be centralized to control of network operation by software programming, centralizes switch/router control function based on existing hardware. It is possible to manage the network according to the requirements without the detailed network configuration.

In addition, software-defined networking switch is able to enable the network traffic control to be controlled and managed by software-based controllers. This approach is really similar with intent-based networking since both approaches can share the similar principle using software to run the network, however, intent-based networking offers an abstraction layer under the implemented policy and instruction across all the physical hardware within the infrastructure for automated networking. To achieve superior intent-based networking over a real network, the physical control system will be implemented to automatically manage and provide IoE edge smart traffic control service for high quality real time connection.
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